INTIVA HEALTH
AT-A-GLANCE

1. WHAT IS INTIVA HEALTH?
Intiva Health is an integrative platform for healthcare
professionals. We automate administrative tasks and
increase productivity with the fastest, most secure
credentialing solution to date.

2. WHAT PROBLEM DOES
INTIVA HEALTH SOLVE?
Intiva Health currently works with thousands of medical
professionals, numerous facilities, and key partners to
automate costly and inefficient administrative tasks.
By incorporating Hashgraph decentralized ledger
technology, we will redefine the medical credentialing
process and create a solution that will instantly verify
providers’ credentials—cutting months’ worth of
processing time to a matter of seconds. lntiva Health is
saving the industry billions in time and patient care. We
also offer free HIPAA compliant messaging, along with a
comprehensive online library of CME/CE courses, and a
robust job search engine tool.
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3. WHAT IS INTIVA TOKEN
(NTVA)?
NTVA serves the medical industry and incentivizes
healthcare professionals to use the lntiva Health
platform. Each time a user takes action on our platform,
a token is added to that specific user’s wallet. This gives
medical professionals an opportunity to accumulate
NTVA for the purchase of goods and services within
the platform. Earning NTVA is as simple as creating
an account or uploading a document—find out how at
token.intivahealth.com.

4. WHAT MAKES INTIVA
HEALTH & NTVA UNIQUE
FROM OTHERS?
Our use of Hashgraph technology makes us the safest
medical network to date, setting a new standard of
credential verification. Our
platform is also free, and
offers a host of services currently enjoyed by thousands
of users. NTVA works with this structure to help providers
and administrators reduce service costs by earning as
they spend.
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Connect with medical
professionals

Refer colleagues
Manage credentials

Manage reviews

Purchase medical
malpractice insurance
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Submit facility reviews

Interact with medical
professionals through:

Search and apply for jobs
Browse online CME courses
Communicate with patients
and order labs
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Post new jobs and search CVs
Automate credentialing process

Sales
Grants
Referrals
Sponsored alerts
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